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Abstract: The monitoring and prediction of biodiversity and environmental changes
is constrained by the availability of accurate and spatially contiguous climatic variables
at fine temporal and spatial grains. In this study, we evaluate best practices for generating
gridded, one-kilometer resolution, daily maximum air temperature surfaces in a regional
context, the state of Oregon, USA. Covariates used in the interpolation include remote sensing
derived elevation, aspect, canopy height, percent forest cover and MODIS Land Surface
Temperature (LST). Because of missing values, we aggregated daily LST values as long
term (2000–2010) monthly climatologies to leverage its spatial detail in the interpolation.
We predicted temperature with three methods—Universal Kriging, Geographically Weighted
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Regression (GWR) and Generalized Additive Models (GAM)—and assessed predictions
using meteorological stations over 365 days in 2010. We find that GAM is least sensitive
to overtraining (overfitting) and results in lowest errors in term of distance to closest
training stations. Mean elevation, LST, and distance to ocean are flagged most frequently
as significant covariates among all daily predictions. Results indicate that GAM with
latitude, longitude and elevation is the top model but that LST has potential in providing
additional fine-grained spatial structure related to land cover effects. The study also
highlights the need for more rigorous methods and data to evaluate the spatial structure and
fine grained accuracy of predicted surfaces.
Keywords: accuracy; spline; weather interpolation; satellite imagery; meteorological
station; generalized additive model; kriging; geographically weighted regression

1. Introduction
Gridded and spatiotemporal weather and climate datasets have a myriad of uses in environmental
sciences including providing essential input into the mapping of species range and habitat [1–3], the
monitoring of agricultural and water resources [4] and the tracking of climate change [4–8]. Despite
the large body of literature devoted to the production of environmental and climate layers [9–19],
we still lack climate datasets at fine temporal and spatial resolution that will meet the need of many
applications [20,21]. For instance, many ecologists use WorldClim [22]which is aggregated over
several decades (1950–2000) is only available as static monthly climatologies, and suffers from biases
due to spatially non-random weather station density [23]. While monthly means are positively correlated
with degree days, much information is lost in comparison to the more mechanistically derived concept
of degree days which requires daily resolution data. Other weather and climate products such as reanalysis
predictions are temporally fine but are produced at a (very) coarse spatial resolutions (resolutions of
0.25–1 degree of resolution most typically) because they are primarily aimed at climate applications
such as studying large climatic patterns. While some NCAR WRF exists at 15 km resolutions, we
found that WRF are rarely finer than 25 km.
In this study, we explore the development of fine-grained (1 km) and high temporal resolution,
daily maximum temperature layers. We focus on daily rather than monthly predictions because often in
ecological systems it is extreme events (e.g., the absolute coldest or hottest day) that drives the survival
and other ecological events such as reproduction of species [24,25]. Focusing on annual and monthly
means removes these extreme events. Similarly, many entomological and agricultural applications have
identified degree days as an important variable [26–28]. In addition to fine temporal resolutions, many
studies have shown that finer grained spatial resolution improves the accuracy of species distribution
and crop models when compared to models using coarser resolution [29,30]. Coarser resolution
environmental inputs decrease landscape heterogeneity by averaging spatial content and affect models
predictions [31,32]. This spatial averaging in turn reduces our ability to detect microclimatic conditions
that constitute microrefugia for species [33]. In sum, it is clear that models, particularly those in
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hydrological, biodiversity and agricultural fields, would benefit from the production of finer grained
input climate layers [34,35].
Developing fine grained interpolated surfaces from meteorological station data can be problematic
as stations are often sparse and unevenly distributed. Covariates are therefore used in the process to
improve predictions. Elevation is the most obvious due to the well understood relationship between air
temperature and altitude [36,37]. However, a number of other variables, such as slope, aspect, and distance
to the coast, have also been proposed as useful for interpolation [38]. In the last decade, the development
of operational remote sensing has seen the production of other candidate covariates such as land cover
types, vegetation indices and canopy height. Another intriguing possibility is the use of remotely sensed
temperature, specifically the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer LST product (MODIS
LST, Wan 2008), which senses temperature by satellite at a 1-km spatial resolution daily.
While LST estimates the temperature of the land surface (skin temperature) rather than near-surface
air temperature measured by ground stations, it is particularly appealing as it has been shown to have a
strong relationship with air temperature [39] and is collected in a regular sampling design at a 1 km
resolution. Neteler et al. 2010 [40] showed that LST relates to air temperature in Switzerland and
Hengl et al. 2011 [41] predicted temperature in Croatia using LST with a combination of Principal
Component Analysis and spatiotemporal kriging. More recently, Kilibarda et al. 2014 [42] show the
potential of LST product for global daily temperature predictions using automated spatio-temporal
kriging. Other studies have however also documented that LST may suffer from biases [43] in areas
with low vegetation and that its correlation with temperature varies through time [44] and by land
cover types. In high vegetation areas, land surface processes are dominated by latent heat and
evapotranspiration rather than sensible heat fluxes. This results in a stronger correlation between LST
and air temperature hence the high correlation reported by Mildrexler et al. 2011 [39] and
Mostovoy et al. 2006 [45] in forested areas. In addition, dealing with clouds and missing values
present a major challenge for using LST measurements [46]. Despite all these caveats, it raises the
possibility that spatial structure inherent in LST could be used to improve and assist interpolation of
ground-station data [40,41,45–47]. There is still a lack of studies that consider the contribution of LST
to accuracy in the context of many covariates and interpolation methods. Consequently, our research
presents a more general assessment of LST with both evaluation of covariates and interpolation
methods using a wide range of evaluation procedures.
In this study, we seek to identify optimal methods and covariates for building daily high-resolution
gridded temperature predictions. We specifically explore three questions:
(1) Which covariates should be used and does LST improve predictions? Most fine-grained
datasets of temperature are generated using interpolation methods and require automation and
integration of many data sources. Interpolation method such as IDW (inverse distance-weighted)
and ordinary kriging as well as Universal Kriging with only latitude and longitude have been
used in the past [36,48]. However, with the increasing availability of environmental remotely
sensed data, a number of additional spatially-structured covariates such as land cover types
and LST have been suggested for use to improve interpolation. In this study, we evaluate nine
covariates including: elevation, Land Surface Temperature (LST, MOD11A1) and Forest Land
Cover Type, distance to coast, aspect (Eastness and Northness) and canopy height. We seek to
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identify which combination of covariates provides the best improvement and evaluate if LST
improves accuracy of temperature predictions in a regional case study, Oregon.
(2) Which interpolation method should be used? There are a number of different interpolation
methods that allow for the inclusion covariates. These include regression Kriging and Universal
Kriging, Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) and spline/GAM regression (of which
thin-plate splines including ANUSPLIN used in WorldClim is a special case). A number of studies
have been published comparing these methods in the context of simple interpolation [22,36,38] but
few studies have evaluated the relative effectiveness of these three methods in the context of
including remote sensing derived covariates. We seek to identify which of the three methods
produces the most accurate interpolation using covariates.
(3) How can models be assessed and compared? The objective of interpolation is typically to
estimate a variable, such as temperature, in locations where one does not have observations.
This makes model evaluation challenging, but there are several useful techniques, including a
number of best practices that have emerged from the machine-learning and statistical literatures.
Here, we compare interpolation models with different assessment methods including multiple
hold-out validation, distance to closest fitting stations and the evaluation of overtraining, also
known as overfitting [49,50]. In addition, challenge also arises from the irregular and unsystematic
geographic sampling from climatic station networks. Typically, station measurements are not
available in contiguous form and are under-represented in higher elevations and topographic
complex regions. In consequence, statistical accuracy metrics (RMSE, MAE) with test station
data alone may insufficiently address fine-grained climatic variation. We therefore use visual
inspection, spatial correlograms and image differencing of daily surface predictions to highlight
contrast in granularity and spatial structure.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The study region consists of the state of Oregon, USA, and includes 357,000 km2 of land with
a complex assemblage of environmental and climatic conditions (Figure 1). Climate and weather are
heavily influenced by the Coastal and Cascade mountain ranges, which run parallel to the coast of the
Pacific Ocean. More than 50% of the land lies above 1000 m including some high peaks such as Mount
Hood (about 3400 m). In the West, a narrow coastal plain stretches from South to North. Inland, to the
East and South East lies a large dry basin with arid climate that prolongs the North American Great
Basin. The state is also covered by frequent cloud cover which renders the use of remotely sensed data,
in particular daily LST a very challenging process (Section 2.3). Oregon’s landscape is dominated by
forest, grass and shrubs. Forest cover is the most widespread and often found in high elevation areas.
Grass and shrublands are found in the inland basin area in dry environment. Agriculture is concentrated
mainly in two valleys; in the Columbia valley in the North near the border with the Washington state
and inland in the Willamette valley. The complexity of physical geography and climate on the one hand,
along with a relatively good record of historical climate data on the other, makes the region an ideal
test case for the model fitting challenges we undertake here.
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Figure 1. Oregon study area with available Global Historical Climate Network Daily
(GHCND) stations.

2.2. Data and Processing
For temperature interpolation, we used ground meteorological stations from the Global Historical
Climatology Network assembled by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(GHCND, [51]). The GHCND database covers the 1763–2013 time period and contains meteorological
measurements on minimum and maximum temperature as well as other variables such as precipitation.
GHCND contains over 80,000 stations in 180 countries and has undergone a strict quality process to
screen errors and record quality information [51,52].
We evaluated nine different covariates (Table 1) including: elevation, Land Surface Temperature
(LST, MOD11A1), Forest Land Cover Type, distance to coast, aspect (Eastness and Northness, see below)
and canopy height. Elevation was obtained from the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research which produced a one kilometer surface from SRTM [53]. From elevation, we derived slope
(“s”) and aspect (“a”) variables to create weighted aspect variables for Northness (N_w = sin(s) × cos(a))
and Eastness (E_w = sin(s) × sin(a)) [54]. Distance to ocean was generated from the Global Distance
from the coast product [55] resampled from 0.01 degree to 1-km resolution (using Nearest Neighbor) to
test the maritime effect in Oregon. We also included a canopy height (CANHEIGHT) variable derived
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from Geoscience Laser Altimeter System on Icesat [56]. The percent forest cover was calculated from
the Consensus Land Cover product, which provides prevalence estimations of 12 land cover types at
1-km resolution [57,58]. We used Land Surface Temperature (LST) MOD11A1 product [59] and
downloaded tiles h08v04 and h09v04 for the 2001–2010 time period from NASA [60]). LST covariate
was used as a long term average climatology to deal with cloud cover, missing values and low quality
pixels. Because of its complexity, the processing of LST is described in more detail in the next
Section 2.3. All raster datasets of covariates were spatially subset to match the study area and
reprojected to the Lambert Conformal Oregon State projection (EPSG 2046).
Table 1. Data sources and variables.
Abbreviation

Variable

Source

Elev

Elevation

SRTM

Lat
Lon
E_w
N_w
DISTOC
FOR

Geog.
Coordinate
Geog.
Coordinate
Aspect
Eastness
Aspect
Northness
Maritime
effect
Forest

Explanation
NASA Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
aggregated from 90 m to 1 km by CGIAR [53].

GHCND Stations latitude from the GHCND database (NCDC [51]).
GHCND Stations longitude from the GHCND database (NCDC [51]).
SRTM
SRTM

Transformed aspect variable weighted by the slope derived from
Elev [54].
Transformed aspect variable weighted by the slope derived from
Elev [54].

LCC

Distance from the coast [55].

LCC

Percent Forest from Consensus Land Cover product [57,58].

CANHGHT

canopy
height

GLAS

LST

Land surface
temperature

MODIS

Tmax

Daily
Air temperature measurement from the GHCND database
maximum air GHCND
produced by NOAA [51].
temperature

Derived from Geoscience Laser Altimeter System on Icesat [56].
Monthly average Land Surface temperature layers derived over
the 2001–2010 time period using MOD11A1 product [59].

The analysis was conducted in four stages (Figure 2). First, for each GHCND station daily maximum
temperatures during 2010 corresponding covariate values were obtained based on the geographic
location of the station. Temperature measurements were screened for quality using the GHCND
quality flags. The number of stations with high quality data ranged between 134 and 159 with an
average of 149 per day. Second, meteorological stations were divided randomly into training and
validation/testing datasets using a holdout proportion of 30%. The third stage consisted in fitting the
set of interpolation models using the training datasets and predicting daily maximum air temperature
for every 1 km pixel in the study area. The process of predictions, models selection and interpolation
methods are described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. In the fourth stage, we assessed results using validation
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metrics on the withheld data and performed additional analyses (multiple holdouts) to evaluate the
predictive performance of the set of models and covariates.
Figure 2. Methods and models comparison workflow.

2.3. Production of LST Covariate Surfaces
Land Surface Temperature MOD11A1 product required additional processing to prepare covariate
surfaces for interpolation. We downloaded and mosaicked the daily images for tiles 09v04 and h08v04
for the 2001–2010 time period. While MODIS collects daily observations at every 1 km location, many
measurements may be missing due to the presence of clouds or may need to be screened out due to the
low quality values. This was the case for the Oregon study area where the large number of missing daily
values prevented the use of daily LST measurements directly in the interpolation process. Given
that our goal is to leverage the fine grained content of LST, we dealt with gaps in the LST surfaces
by temporally averaging LST values across the time series. Thus, after screening daily values using
MODIS quality flags to remove cloud-covered and low quality pixels, we produced long term averages
called “climatologies” using observations available over the 2001–2010 time period. We computed
daily climatologies for 366 days of the calendar year but found that despite the averaging large spans
of Oregon still did not contain any measurements (Figure 3). For instance, for 1 January, 51.3% of
the observations in the study area have missing values. We therefore generated 12 monthly long term
climatologies by averaging each month over the 2001–2010 time period (after screening for quality).
The use of the monthly climatologies reduces the number of missing values and maximizes the number
of available observations to capture the LST spatial structure for interpolation.
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Figure 3. Map of LST daily and monthly climatologies for 1 January (a) and month of
January in Oregon (b). Averages were calculated using all available screened values over the
2001–2010 time period. Note the many missing values (in white) for the daily climatology.

2.4. Covariate Models and Improvements over Baselines
To evaluate each covariate’s contribution, we used two baseline models that include (1) geographic
coordinates only (latitude and longitude); (2) geographic coordinates (latitude, longitude) and elevation.
The first baseline is commonly used in the climate literature either in the form of IDW or Universal
Kriging while the second baseline includes the well documented lapse rate relationship. For both
baselines, we compared the improvement in predictive accuracy by adding each potential covariate to
the baseline model (Table 2). We also explored a specified number of interactions of covariates that
are hypothesized to be important. For example, LST is known to have different biases depending on
land cover type [39] so we explored the improvement in predictive accuracy achieved by adding the
main and interaction effects of LST with the percent forest cover (LST*Forest) and canopy height
covariates. Each covariate (in combination with the baseline model) was evaluated for the 365 days
in 2010.
Table 2. Covariates assessment using two baselines: geographic coordinates only and
geographic coordinates with elevation. Note that s() indicates a (possibly multidimensional)
spline fit within the generalized additive model.
Baseline

Model Name

Baseline 1

Baseline 1
Elevation
Northness
Eastness
LST
DistCoast
Forest
CanopyHeight
LST*Forest
LST*CanopyHeight

Model Formula
s(lat,lon)
Baseline1 + elevation = s(lat,lon) + s(Elev)
Baseline1 + northness = s(lat,lon) + s(N_w)
Baseline1 + eastness = s(lat,lon) + s(E_W)
Baseline1 + LST = s(lat,lon) + s(LST)
Baseline1 + DistCoast = s(lat,lon) + s(DISTOC)
Baseline1 + Forest = s(lat,lon) + s(FOR)
Baseline1 + CanopyHeight = s(lat,lon) + s(CANHGHT)
Baseline1 + Forest = s(lat,lon) + s(LST,FOR)
Baseline1 + CanopyHeight = s(lat,lon) + s(LST,CANHGT)
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Baseline

Model Name

Baseline 2

Baseline 2
Northness
Eastness
LST
DistCoast
Forest
CanopyHeight
LST*Forest
LST*CanopyHeight

Model Formula
s(lat,lon) + s(elev)
Baseline2 + northness =s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(N_w)
Baseline2 + eastness = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(E_W)
Baseline2 + LST = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(LST)
Baseline2 + DistCoast = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(DISTOC)
Baseline2 + FOR = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(FOR)
Baseline2 + CanopyHeight = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(CANHGHT)
Baseline2 + FOR = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(LST,FOR)
Baseline2 + CanopyHeight = s(lat,lon) + s(elev) + s(LST,CANHGHT)

2.5. Interpolation Methods
Using the optimal model with the set of covariates identified by the methods in Section 2.4, we
compared three different interpolation methods: GAM/spline regression, Kriging and geographically
weighted regression. GAM provides a statistical framework to bring together and extend many
methods found in the literature. For instance, the ANUSPLIN algorithm used in New, Lister, Hulme
and Makin [18] and Hijmans, Cameron, Parra, Jonesand Jarvis [22] fits a spline regression [10,11] that
essentially falls under the umbrella of GAM [61]. GAMs are regression-based models that use splines
to provide more flexibility in the representation of relationships. Splines are piecewise functions built
from different bases functions that join at knots. Important parameters to consider when fitting GAM
models include the choice of type of bases and knots [62]. Common bases include cubic regression and
thin plate spline. After initial exploration of bases and knots, we used the thin plate spline basis with
automated selection of knots. Since our goal is to develop and assess methods that can be scaled up
easily, we aimed at reducing human inputs in the fitting of the daily models. Thus, we used automated
knots selection with estimation of smoothing parameters from generalized cross validation (GCV) as
implemented by Wood [61] in the R mgcv package. The GCV procedure, used to select knots and
smoothing parameters, was carried using only the “training” dataset mentioned above.
Kriging methods such as Ordinary Kriging and Universal Kriging are frequently used to interpolate
surface [63–66]. The general idea is to leverage spatial autocorrelation present in the observations to
generate new predictions. Kriging methods have a well-developed body of theory that allows for the
calculation of uncertainty [67,68]. Developed first in the geostatistics literature, kriging can be
mathematically related to regression and spatial autoregression literatures [69–71]. The statistical
motivation for kriging is to account for the common situation in which variables at nearby locations are
expected to be similar using a kernel function (also known as covariance function or variogram [72]) that
models the spatial relationship among neighboring values. In Kriging, variability is partitioned into a
global component and a local component. The global component is modeled through a trend surface
that may include covariates in which case the method is often referred to as Universal Kriging [64] or
regression Kriging [73]. In this study, we experimented with Universal Kriging with geographic and
environmental covariates. Since the choice of the variogram often requires extensive user inputs and
since our goal is to assess methods with few human inputs for later scaling up, we used automatic
fitting of variograms based on the weighted least square method pioneered by Cressie [74,75]. This
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method, recently used by Hiemstra et al. [76], provides the flexibility of fitting variograms at a daily
time step in an automated fashion by fitting sequentially a series of variogram models and using the
SSER (sum of squared errors) criteria to choose the appropriate parameters and models for operational
applications. We used the kriging implementation from gstat and automap packages in R [76,77].
There are four common variogram models tested for automatic fitting: “Spherical”, “Exponential”,
“Gaussian” and “Stein” [78]. The “Stein” model is a Matern variogram model that uses the
parameterization from Stein et al. 1999 [79].
Geographically Weighted Regression performs a multiple linear regression but allows smooth,
spatially varying coefficients [80]. GWR is implemented through a local regression using covariates
and weighting of observation by a kernel function. This allows GWR to estimate the relationship of
the response and the covariates locally rather than globally and is thereby capable of accounting
for heterogeneity within a region. As an example, GWR can estimate a spatially varying lapse rate.
GWR first estimates a “neighborhood range”, typically using generalized cross-validation (GCV), and
second, fits the kernel model function [80]. GWR is very similar in approach to the methods that Daly
and colleagues used in the PRISM product [37,81] where regression coefficients vary spatially. In this
study, we used the Gaussian exponential model and the range was automatically determined for every
daily prediction using GCV of the training set (again with the aim of developing and assessing methods
with minimum human inputs for scaling up purposes). Predictions were performed using the spgwr
package available in R [82].
2.6. Assessment and Comparison of Models
To assess models, we calculated five accuracy metrics Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE), Mean Error (ME) and Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r)—by comparing the
holdout station observations to their corresponding predicted values in the predicted surface. The MAE,
RMSE and R were used to evaluate the average error while the ME metrics was used to evaluate the
average bias. Although the properties of these metrics are fairly well understood [83], it is not obvious
what the best inferential framework to use in evaluating interpolations. The challenge with evaluating
interpolations is that the true values are generally unknown at most locations. Machine learning and
statistical methods address this problem using the cross-validation approach where a fixed fraction
(e.g., 70%) of the data is used for training the model and then the remainder (i.e., 30%) is used to test
or validate the prediction accuracy [49,50]. To our knowledge, there are no well-developed best-practices
for using a hold-out approach in spatio-temporal autocorrelated data such as weather station data. Here
we examine:
•
•

•

The effect of different proportions of holdout (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%) on
prediction accuracy and interpolation methods.
Which models are the best at predicting hold-out stations farthest from the training stations
(i.e., if/how predictive accuracy decays similarly with distance from training stations for
all models).
The “over-training” or overfitting tendency of interpolation methods, which can be quantified
by the sensitivity of the validation metrics to the samples used for fitting the models. Overtraining
occurs when fit based on the training dataset is very good but there is low accuracy in the
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testing dataset resulting in large differences between training and test accuracies. This effectively
means that the model lacks generality or that noise in the training dataset has been fitted into
the model. We examine this phenomenon across the full year and with different holdout and
random samples to account for the effect of variation in training and testing datasets.
Whether the scales of spatial variability were realistic. Because detailed ground-station data at
very fine grain-sizes were unavailable, we were forced to use indirect and less objective methods.
First we examined the granularity of prediction by visual inspection and image differencing.
Second, we calculated a plot of spatial lag autocorrelation to illustrate the inflation of spatial
autocorrelation in models lacking granularity.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Covariate Improvements over Baselines
We summarized results for the two baselines in Table 3 using the GAM method. Each value shows
the improvement relative to the baseline when a specific covariate is included. Baseline 1, which
includes latitude and longitude covariates, has the following (mean ± standard deviation) accuracy
values: MAE = 2.226 ± 0.496, RMSE = 2.919 ± 0.625, ME = −0.018 ± 0.535 and r = 0.6 ± 0.210
(Table 3). For the first baseline, we find substantial improvement only by adding elevation (decreases
of 0.437 and 0.296 in RMSE and MAE respectively) and LST (decreases of 0.117 and 0.057 in RMSE
and MAE, respectively). Adding the interactions between LST and canopy height and between LST
and percent forest cover also slightly improve the baseline 1 model, suggesting that these covariates
may be important or useful.
Baseline 2 which includes latitude, longitude and elevation, has an MAE of 1.930 ± 0.519, RMSE
of 2.482 ± 0.654, ME of 0.015 ± 0.467 and Pearson r of 0.738 ± 0.148 (Table 3). For the second
baseline, results are less differentiated and most models exhibit accuracy values similar to the baseline
model. The incorporation of covariates does not improve the accuracy with the exception of DISTOC,
for which we see a very slight decrease of MAE and RMSE (Table 3). All other models display
increases in MAE ranging between 0.019 (for model including LST) and 0.065 (for model including
LST and CANHEIGHT). Based on accuracy metrics, the three top models are the DISTOC and
baseline 1 model followed by the LST model. We performed Kruskal-Wallis tests and found that only
elevation improved baseline 1 (lat*lon) statistically significantly (at p < 0.05), but that none of the
covariates significantly improved baseline 2 models. In summary, adding elevation greatly improved
the accuracy but no other covariate greatly improved the model, although DISTOC showed some
potential. LST and LST interacting with canopy height improved the model without elevation (baseline 1
models) but not the model with elevation (baseline 2 models). Nonetheless, because LST varies at a
finer spatial grain than Latitude, Longitude and Elevation and because there is potential that ground
weather stations are a biased sample of canopy height, both covariates might merit additional future
evaluation, especially if data on fine-grained temperature sensor networks become available.
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Table 3. Contribution of covariates using validation accuracy metrics: Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error, Mean Error/Bias (ME), pearson correlation
coefficient (R).
Baseline

Model Name

ΔMAE (°C)

ΔRMSE (°C)

ΔME (°C)

Δr (°C)

Baseline 1
(lat*lon)

Elevation
Northness
Eastness
LST
DISTOC
Forest
CANHEIGHT
LST*Forest
LST*CANHEIGHT

−0.296
0.065
0.066
−0.057
−0.026
−0.015
0.003
−0.02
−0.029

−0.437
0.064
0.069
−0.117
−0.044
−0.039
−0.018
−0.055
−0.078

0.003
0.008
0.002
−0.023
−0.006
0.005
−0.009
−0.002
−0.015

0.138
−0.028
−0.03
0.055
0.019
0.029
0.014
0.044
0.051

Baseline 2
(lat*lon) + Elev

Northness
Eastness
LST
DISTOC
Forest
CANHEIGHT
LST*Forest
LST*CANHEIGHT

0.042
0.047
0.019
−0.002
0.020
0.023
0.058
0.065

0.042
0.041
0.034
−0.007
0.029
0.035
0.089
0.109

0.000
−0.004
−0.012
−0.010
0.006
−0.003
−0.008
−0.012

−0.013
−0.012
−0.003
0.001
−0.025
−0.087
−0.037
−0.014

3.2. Interpolation Methods
Using the top set of covariates (latitude, longitude and elevation) identified in the previous step, we
compared the interpolation methods using averages for the MAE, RMSE, ME and r accuracy metrics
(Table 4). We find that the GAM method has the best (smallest) RMSE and MAE, the best (largest) r,
and the second best (smallest) mean bias as measured by ME. GAM also has the smallest standard
deviation across the 365 days of 2010 for RMSE, MAE and ME metrics (Table 4). Thus, in nearly all
metrics, GAM outperforms GWR and Kriging methods although the magnitude of differences is small.
This is confirmed by the Kruskal-Wallis test which reports that differences among models are not
significant (p > 0.1). This suggests that we must move beyond the comparison of aggregated average
metrics, even on held out data, to understand differences in performance among interpolation methods.
Table 4. Comparison between interpolation methods using mean and standard deviation
for validation accuracy metrics over 365 days: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean
Square Error, Mean Error/Bias (ME), pearson correlation coefficient (R).
Method

MAE (°C)

RMSE (°C)

ME (°C)

R

GAM
Kriging
GWR

1.93 ± 0.519
2.033 ± 0.573
2.018 ± 0.531

2.482 ± 0.654
2.612 ± 0.718
2.598 ± 0.686

−0.015 ± 0.467
−0.007 ± 0.483
−0.103 ± 0.505

0.738 ± 0.148
0.705 ± 0.158
0.718 ± 0.147
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3.3. Assessment Methods
3.3.1. Accuracy in Terms of Distance to Closest Training Station
We expect better prediction accuracy in cells that are closer to fitting stations than further away.
In order to test this concept, we calculated the variation in MAE in terms of the distance to the closest
training station for all three interpolation methods using the optimal model identified earlier, i.e., the
model including latitude, longitude and elevation (baseline model 2) with 30% holdout. Figure 4
indicates that there is a modest increase in MAE with distance but it becomes erratic at larger distances
due to the high variability for all methods. Average MAE for GAM is the lowest in the first bin, centered
at 5 km, with a value of 1.749 °C and increases roughly linearly to reach 2.449 °C at 65 km. Errors in
bins beyond 65 km are noisy but display a general positive trend resulting in a MAE of 3.591 °C at 125 km
for GAM. Errors bars (95% confidence interval) indicate that variability is high for high distances
rendering any strong statement difficult. Uncertainty at farthest distances is due to the low number of
observations as illustrated by the histogram of frequency by distance bin.
Figure 4. Assessment of model with latitude, longitude and elevation with 30% hold
out for GAM, Kriging and GWR: (a) Testing Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) over a full year in term of distance to closest fitting station with 95%
confidence intervals (b) Histogram of number of observations per distance bin.

Figure 4 also reveals that the GAM method has, on average, a lower MAE per distance bins. Thus,
results suggest that the GAM method outperforms GWR and Kriging at all distances from the station
and is the best at including information from nearby while balancing overall testing accuracy.
3.3.2. Multiple Hold Out Proportions
Previous studies also suggest that the choice of the proportion of hold out and random selection
affect the accuracy of predictions. To take this issue into account, we assessed models by varying
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the holdout proportion from 10% to 70% with random samples for each proportion and interpolation
method. Due to the high computational load, we used every other day or 183 dates spread evenly over
a full year rather than 365 dates. For each hold out proportion, we have 183 outputs which sum up to
1281 predictions in total per interpolation method. We plotted RMSE and MAE for each hold out
proportion and interpolation method (Figure 5) to summarize results. As expected, RMSE and MAE
increase (i.e., prediction accuracy decreases) when more stations are excluded from the training dataset
(i.e., held out) for all three methods (Figure 5). The 95% confidence intervals are about 0.1 °C and 0.2 °C
for MAE and RMSE, respectively, and remain constant for all proportions of hold out with the exception
of a slight increase at 70%. Results show that GAM method (in red) has on average a lower MAE and
RMSE for all proportions of hold out when compared to Kriging (in blue) and GWR (in black) methods.
These results suggest that the GAM method is the most resistant to variation in hold-out proportion.
Figure 5. Averages errors for multiple samples and hold out proportions across days for
GAM, Kriging and GWR methods over the full year in 2010 with the model including
latitude, longitude and elevation: (a) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and (b) Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals.

3.3.3. Over-Training: Overfitting Sensitivity to Samples Used for Training
Generality of models is an important property that is sought in predictive models. This means
that the relationships that are modeled from the data must meet the sometimes conflicting objectives of
fitting the training data but also predicting well to other locations or times [49]. Similarly, training
datasets must be large enough to represent the existing pattern while the validation dataset must be large
enough to allow correct estimation of accuracy. In the machine learning and statistical fields, the
training information is typically split multiple times with various hold out proportions (k fold cross
validation) to tackle over fitting issues [49,50]. If the split datasets diverge greatly in accuracy, then it
is inferred that the model is not general enough and suffers from a tendency or sensitivity to overfit
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(“overtrain”) the training information. In the machine learning literature, this is often used to choose
the optimal model complexity [84].
Building on previous results, we used testing and training datasets to identify a sensitivity to the
size and selection of samples for training. We measure this sensitivity to overfit in predictions using
variation in holdout proportion and random samples (Figure 6a) for 183 dates (every other day in a
year). To visualize divergences, we plotted average RMSE for training (solid line) and testing (dashed
line) datasets for each hold out proportion and methods (Figure 6a). The difference in RMSE between
training and testing datasets is a measure of overfitting, with larger differences indicating more serious
overfitting. Results reveal that the difference in RMSE is the largest for Kriging compared to GWR
and GAM methods (Figure 6a). We also find that Kriging has larger differences in MAE with a median
of −1.5 °C compared to −0.3 °C for GAM and GWR (Figure 6b). The spread of value is also smaller in
magnitude for GAM and GWR methods which show quartiles of 0.2 °C compared to 0.5 °C for
Kriging (Figure 6b). Thus, results indicate that GAM and GWR are less sensitive to
overtraining/overfitting and that GAM has the lowest prediction errors. We also find that Kriging has
the largest tendency/sensitivity to overtrain and is more strongly affected by the removal of observations.
Figure 6. Overtraining tendency/sensitivity: (a) average RMSE for training (solid lines)
and testing (dotted lines) datasets with varying proportion of hold out for GAM, Kriging
and GWR (with 95% confidence interval); (b) boxplot of difference between training and
testing MAE over a full year for GAM, Kriging and GWR.

3.3.4. Differences in Spatial Pattern, Variation and Granularity
We examined spatial prediction patterns for baseline 1 models (Figure 7a) and found that
models without LST or elevation have very smooth interpolated surfaces with little spatial variability.
The Moran’s I-index spatial correlograms for distances ranging from 1 to 10 pixels (using Queen’s
neighborhood rule) also show that models without elevation or LST have inflated autocorrelation
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manifested by the slower decreasing autocorrelation trends (Figure 7b).While accuracy metrics alone
do not suggest superiority of LST over elevation both LST and elevation provide spatial structure and
fine-grain variation that is lacking in other covariates (Figure 6). Additionally, difference in predicted
maximum temperature for 1 September 2010 between baseline 2 (lat, lon and elevation) and baseline 2
+ LST (lat, lon, elev and LST) models reveals that LST adds fine-grained spatial variability not
captured by the elevation layer (Figure 8). Much of the difference in spatial structure relates to land
cover effects as visible from the agricultural areas in the Willamette Valley and in the Northern part
of the region near the border with the state of Washington State. Unfortunately, at the present time,
adequate ground station data at fine grain-sizes do not exist to allow more objective evaluation of the
accuracy of this fine-grained variability.
Figure 7. (a) Maximum air temperature predictions (in °C) for baseline 1 models on
1 September 2010. Note that the fined grained detail is only present in models that include
elevation and/or LST; (b). Spatial autocorrelation (Moran’s I) for maximum air temperature
interpolated surfaces (i.e., predictions) (in °C) for baseline 1 models on 1 September 2010.
Note that models that include elevation and LST have faster decreasing autocorrelation.

(a)
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(b)
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Figure 8. Spatial prediction patterns for baseline 2 for 1 September 2010 (a) and difference
image between mod1 (with elevation) and mod4 (with LST) (b). The difference highlights
that LST and elevation contain different sources and grain-sizes of spatial variability.

3.4. Discussion
Results from average accuracy metrics over a full year (Section 2.3) suggest that although differences
are small, GAM consistently outperforms GWR and Kriging methods and that there is little improvement
in accuracy when covariates are added to a model already containing latitude, longitude and elevation.
Since these results are obtained by coarsely summarizing the accuracy metrics across 365 days, they
may hide important temporal patterns. Thus, we examine and discuss in more details (1) variograms’
model and parameters across the year; (2) residual maps; (3) the monthly temporal variability in accuracy;
(4) the contributions of covariates daily and monthly over 2010.
3.4.1. Temporal Variation in Fitted Variograms
It is not possible to show all variograms for the year 2010 since they are fitted at the daily timescale.
We therefore provide a visualization for two dates—1 January and 1 September 2010—(Figure 9) as
well as a summary of fitting parameters (Figure 10). Of the four variograms models tested
sequentially, we found that the Stein (Matern) variogram [79] was the most commonly selected across
the year (60%) (Figure 10). We also found that there is important seasonal variation in the shape of the
fitted variograms (Figure 10). In particular, we found that sills and nuggets are greater for June, July
and August. The large variation in fitting across the year suggests that it is useful to allow for
variograms to vary intra-annually.
3.4.2. Residuals Maps
We examined residuals maps for several daily predictions to uncover spatial patterns in errors
without success (e.g., Figure 11 for 1 September 2010). In an attempt to gain more insight, we summarized
errors at daily stations using average MAE for baseline 1 and baseline 2 and the model including LST
(Figures 12 and 13). Figures 12 and 13 suggest that stations with larger errors are typically found
at higher elevation, but the inclusion of LST and elevation reduces the MAE (Figure 13). Elevation
decreases more RMSE in higher areas than LST. This also confirms that elevation and LST do not
contain the same information.

Remote Sens. 2014, 6
Figure 9. Semi variograms for 1 January 2010 (a) and 1 September 2010 (b). Note the
change in model type and fitting parameters (sill, range and nugget).

Figure 10. Summary of variograms model for mod1 = lat*lon + elev over 2010:
(a) percent of total variograms model type; (b) boxplot of ranges summarized by month;
(c) boxplot of nugget summarized by month; (d) boxplot of sill summarized by month.
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Figure 11. Testing Residuals per model for GAM method for baseline 2 for 1 September 2010.

Figure 12. Average testing MAE in 2010 per station for GAM method for baseline 2
models: (a) mod1 = lat*lon (b) mod2 = lat*lon + elev (c) mod5 = lat*lon + LST.
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Figure 13. Boxplots of testing residuals and elevation classes over the year 2010 for
GAM method using baseline 2 models: (a) mod1 = lat*lon; (b) mod5 = lat*lon + LST;
(c) mod2 = lat*lon + elev.

3.4.3. Temporal Variation in Accuracy
To explore temporal patterns, we summarize accuracy metrics by month for all three interpolation
methods. We find that GAM (in red) has lower RMSE than Kriging (in blue) and GWR (in black)
over the 12 monthly averages (Figure 14a) but the magnitudes of differences are small. Contrast
among interpolation methods is the most important in July and August with differences in mean
RMSE reaching 0.3 °C while in winter, methods perform similarly. MAEs for all three methods are
larger during summer months with differences between max and min of about 0.5 °C. We also note the
presence of a peak at 2.1 C in March. Boxplots reveal that variability is important month by month with
quartiles mostly in the 0.3 C–0.5 °C range (Figure 14b). The summary table, which includes standard
deviations (Table 5), confirms that models exhibit the largest variances during summer months (July,
August, and September) with the exception of March/April. The highest standard deviation occurs in
August for Kriging (0.924 °C) and for GWR (0.846 °C) and; in April for GAM (0.850 °C). While the
mean RMSE varies greatly over the 12 months, Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that monthly differences
are not significant with the exception of summer months for GWR and Kriging methods. Finally, we
note that the GAM method has the lowest seasonal signal in the errors suggesting that it outperforms
other interpolation methods.
3.4.4. Assessing the Contribution of Covariates and LST
With the advent of Earth observation datasets, much hope has been put in remotely sensed datasets
to improve estimation of air temperature and precipitation [46]. Other researchers have used LST to
predict air temperature but few previous studies [42] have compared the contribution of LST in relation
to other existing covariates for daily predictions with holdout. Our research thus provides a more
general assessment of LST products with both evaluation of covariates and interpolation methods.
Surprisingly, we found that, when considering patterns over the whole year, LST contributes little to
the accuracy as measured by validation metrics when elevation was already included but that LST and
elevation do both include spatial fine-grained content that is not found in other covariates. In order to
better understand this issue, we examine information from the training dataset and identify the number
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of times LST and other covariates are flagged as significant over 365 days for p-value thresholds of
1%, 5% and 10%. For baseline 1 models, we find that elevation is flagged the most frequently (348,
356 and 359 times at 1%, 5% and 10% levels) followed by the terms “lat*long”, LST and DISTOC
(Table 6). LST is flagged significant 85, 151, 192 times at threshold levels 1%, 5% and 10% for
baseline 2 compared to 297, 340, 350 times for baseline 1 models (which do not include elevation in
the baseline). All other covariates are less frequently flagged as significant with the exception of DISTOC.
We note that MAE calculated on training (calibration) data, MAE calculated on testing (validation)
data and GAM AIC show improvements when additional covariates are added in succession to
baseline 1 models. This is in contrast to baseline 2 models for which only the MAE on training data
shows slight improvements while the validation metric MAE_v show no improvement or even an increase
in error (Table 6).
Table 5. Comparison between Interpolation methods by months using RMSE for
lat*lon + elev model.
Month

Gam (°C)

Kriging (°C)

Gwr (°C)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2.302 ± 0.618
2.128 ± 0.408
2.586 ± 0.730
2.442 ± 0.850
2.327 ± 0.456
2.572 ± 0.585
2.732 ± 0.659
2.702 ± 0.809
2.599 ± 0.836
2.579 ± 0.589
2.434 ± 0.496
2.351 ± 0.419

2.257 ± 0.558
2.214 ± 0.417
2.653 ± 0.793
2.519 ± 0.883
2.571 ± 0.468
2.765 ± 0.691
3.032 ± 0.771
3.072 ± 0.924
2.759 ± 0.859
2.651 ± 0.585
2.456 ± 0.45
2.358 ± 0.438

2.300 ± 0.498
2.125 ± 0.397
2.720 ± 0.806
2.462 ± 0.828
2.486 ± 0.446
2.699 ± 0.600
3.068 ± 0.694
3.006 ± 0.846
2.662 ± 0.830
2.612 ± 0.603
2.511 ± 0.472
2.480 ± 0.481

Figure 14. Accuracy of for lat*lon + elev model: (a) Monthly MAE averages for the three
interpolation methods: GAM, GWR and Kriging. (b) Monthly MAE boxplot for GAM.
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Table 6. Coefficient significance for baseline models 1 (lat,lon) and baseline model 2
(lat,lon,elev) for p values less than 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10 thresholds.
Baseline

Baseline 1
(lat*lon)

Baseline 2
(lat*lon)+
Elev

Model Name

Covariate
Term

Freq
0.01 > p

Freq
0.05 > p

Freq
0.1 > p

AIC

TrainingMAE
(°C)

TestingMAE
(°C)

Baseline 1

Lat*lon

314

336

348

510

1.87

2.23

Elevation

Elev

348

356

359

460

1.56

1.93

Northness

N_w

3

27

60

492

1.86

2.29

Eastness

E_w

3

14

37

493

1.85

2.29

LST

LST

297

340

350

482

1.77

2.17

DISTOC

DISTOC

175

229

259

501

1.86

2.2

Forest

FOR

182

262

284

504

1.81

2.21

CANHEIGHT

CANHGHT

72

172

226

506

1.81

2.23

LST*Forest

LST

291

328

344

476

1.7

2.21

LST*Forest

LST*FOR

76

149

188

476

1.7

2.21

LST*CANHEI
GHT

LST

302

333

346

475

1.71

2.2

LST*CANHEI
GHT

LST*CAN
HGHT

60

120

164

475

1.71

2.2

Baseline 2

Elev

348

356

359

460

1.56

1.93

Northness

N_w

3

21

45

444

1.52

1.97

Eastness

E_w

6

31

52

442

1.52

1.98

LST

LST

85

151

192

444

1.52

1.95

DISTOC

DISTOC

101

138

164

450

1.53

1.93

Forest

FOR

26

68

105

456

1.54

1.95

CANHEIGHT

CANHGHT

16

44

81

456

1.53

1.95

LST*Forest

LST

85

162

197

441

1.47

1.99

LST*Forest

LST*FOR

24

69

105

441

1.47

1.99

LST*CANHEI
GHT

LST

101

158

196

442

1.47

2

LST*CANHEI
GHT

LST*CAN
HGHT

18

58

93

442

1.47

2

Previous results (Table 6) confirm that LST is an important variable but due to its co-variation with
elevation its impact is minor in baseline models that include elevation. We computed the correlations
among all raster covariates and found that LST monthly averages and the elevation layer have strong
and negative correlation values in winter (with a peak at −0.8) and low positive correlation values
in summer (Table 7). By considering significance and correlation monthly, we also found that LST is
flagged as significant more often during the summer than during spring and fall (Figure 15). Similarly,
during summer, the correlation between LST and air temperature is stronger than the correlation
between elevation and air temperature and differences in RMSE between model 1 (lat + lon + elev)
and model 4 (lat + lon + elev + LST) are either close to zero or negative. These patterns suggest that
there may be a potential for LST to be used during the summer months to improve models. This
hypothesis should be explored further across multiple years and in other study areas in future research.
Table 7 also highlights that there are large intercorrelations among covariates. For instance, LST
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shows strong association with Forest and Canopy Height during summer months (typically r = −0.8)
which probably relates to the decreased summer surface temperatures in areas with seasonal
vegetation. Distance to coast (DISTOC) and longitude also exhibit a very strong relationship (r = 0.97)
due to the longitudinal orientation of the state that runs parallel to the South-North coastline.
Figure 15. Asessing LST contribution for mod1 = lat + lon + elev and mod4 = lat + lon +
elev + LST: (a) proportion of significant LST term in mod4, (b) Monthly ΔRMSE between
mod1 and mod4, (c) monthly Pearson correlation between LST-tmax and elevation-tmax

Our results differ from Kilibarda et al. 2014 [42] findings of improvements in accuracy by using
LST for Tmax but not for Tmin and Tmean predictions. Potential explanation for this divergence may
include the aggregation of LST at the monthly time scale, the inclusion of elevation, the use of
spatio-temporal kriging as a method as well as the use of leave one out cross-validation instead of 30%
hold out. Kilibarda et al. 2014 [42] do not evaluate the fine grained spatial content but report the
important visual impact of LST and elevation in the temperature predictions which we measured in a
quantitative manner using Moran’s I correlogram in this study. We plan to explore these differences in
future research by using long term monthly LST averages in multi-time scale methods (Parmentier et al.
In Review [85]) such as Climatology Aided Interpolation (CAI [86]) and by using spatio-temporal
kriging methods.
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Table 7. Correlation matrix between raster covariates layers. Correlations above 0.6 are in bold.
Covariates Lat Lon Elev N_w E_w DISTOC Forest CANHGHT LST1 LST2 LST3 LST4 LST5 LST6 LST7 LST8 LST9 LST10 LST11 LST12
Lat
1 0.06
Lon
0.06 1
Elev
−0.5 0.49
N_w
0
0
E_w
0
0
DISTOC −0.16 0.97
Forest
0.04 −0.5
CANHGHT 0.12 −0.5
LST1
0.11 −0.6
LST2
0.17 −0.4
LST3
0.1 0.05
LST4
−0.1 0.37
LST5
−0.12 0.54
LST6
−0.2 0.58
LST7
−0.1 0.63
LST8
−0.1 0.65
LST9
−0.2 0.61
LST10
−0.2 0.51
LST11
0.05 −0.2
LST12
0.08 −0.5

−0.5
0.49
1
0
0
0.58
0.02
−0.1
−0.7
−0.8
−0.5
−0.2
0.06
0.16
0.24
0.21
0.15
0.02
−0.4
−0.7

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

−0.16
0.97
0.58
0
0
1
−0.49
−0.56
−0.64
−0.44
0.02
0.4
0.57
0.62
0.66
0.68
0.64
0.54
−0.18
−0.55

0.04
−0.5
0.02
0
0
−0.49
1
0.85
0.16
−0.1
−0.5
−0.8
−0.77
−0.8
−0.8
−0.8
−0.8
−0.8
−0.1
0.07

0.12
−0.5
−0.1
0
0
−0.56
0.85
1
0.22
−0
−0.4
−0.7
−0.79
−0.8
−0.8
−0.8
−0.8
−0.8
−0
0.15

0.11
−0.6
−0.7
0
0
−0.64
0.16
0.22
1
0.86
0.44
0.05
−0.15
−0.2
−0.3
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
0.56
0.9

0.17
−0.4
-0.8
0
0
−0.44
−0.1
-0
0.86
1
0.72
0.39
0.18
0.08
-0
0.02
0.1
0.23
0.65
0.86

0.1
0.05
−0.5
0
0
0.02
−0.5
−0.4
0.44
0.72
1
0.78
0.62
0.55
0.47
0.51
0.56
0.64
0.64
0.53

−0.1
0.37
−0.2
0
0
0.4
−0.8
−0.7
0.05
0.39
0.78
1
0.9
0.85
0.78
0.82
0.85
0.86
0.4
0.15

−0.12
0.54
0.06
0
0
0.57
−0.77
−0.79
−0.15
0.18
0.62
0.9
1
0.96
0.9
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.27
−0.05

−0.2
0.58
0.16
0
0
0.62
−0.8
−0.8
−0.2
0.08
0.55
0.85
0.96
1
0.94
0.97
0.96
0.89
0.21
−0.1

−0.1
0.63
0.24
0
0
0.66
-0.8
−0.8
−0.3
-0
0.47
0.78
0.9
0.94
1
0.97
0.95
0.85
0.15
−0.2

−0.1
0.65
0.21
0
0
0.68
−0.8
−0.8
−0.3
0.02
0.51
0.82
0.93
0.97
0.97
1
0.98
0.9
0.19
−0.2

−0.2
0.61
0.15
0
0
0.64
−0.8
−0.8
−0.2
0.1
0.56
0.85
0.93
0.96
0.95
0.98
1
0.93
0.24
−0.1

−0.2
0.51
0.02
0
0
0.54
−0.8
−0.8
−0.1
0.23
0.64
0.86
0.89
0.89
0.85
0.9
0.93
1
0.33
0.03

0.05 0.08
−0.2 −0.5
−0.4 −0.7
0
0
0
0
−0.18 −0.55
−0.1 0.07
-0
0.15
0.56
0.9
0.65 0.86
0.64 0.53
0.4
0.15
0.27 −0.05
0.21 −0.1
0.15 −0.2
0.19 −0.2
0.24 −0.1
0.33 0.03
1
0.69
0.69
1
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, we provided a unique general assessment of remote-sensing derived covariates
including LST and interpolation methods using a wide range of assessment procedures. Besides
the inclusion of accuracy metrics, we showed that researcher should visualize and quantity the spatial
variation in the predicted surfaces.
In quantitative metric terms, results from baseline 1 (lat*lon) indicate that including elevation and
LST covariates improve the baseline model the most with decreases in RMSE of 0.437 °C and 0.233 °C,
respectively. Models including distance to coast (DISTOC) showed improvements in accuracy and
might display stronger improvements in study areas where the coastline is less collinear. We found that
there are very few improvements in accuracy among models when the baseline includes geographic
variables (latitude and longitude) and elevation (baseline 2). Using average accuracy metrics over
365 days, we compared GAM, GWR and Kriging using the optimal model identified earlier, i.e., the
model including latitude, longitude and elevation (baseline model 2). We found that GAM consistently
outperformed both Kriging and GWR methods with an RMSE of 2.48 °C compared to 2.59 °C and
2.61 °C, respectively, but that the differences among models are small in magnitude.
We highlight the need for much more rigorous methodology for comparing interpolation methods.
Within this study, we were able to incorporate objective assessments of the effects of more station hold
outs and of distance to nearest station (effectively studying effects of station sparsity) and to assess a
metric of overfitting. These more rigorous evaluations were key to singling out GAM over kriging and
GWR. In particular, findings indicate that GAM has the lowest errors in term of the distance to the
closest fitting station except when distances are very large. GAM also shows lower errors in function
of proportion of hold out. Furthermore, we found that Kriging has a tendency to overfit the data when
compared to GWR and GAM methods as indicated by large differences between training and
testing accuracies.
Visualization of predictions show that fine grained variation is lacking and that spatial autocorrelation
is inflated in models that do not include LST and/or elevation. This point is not surprising because the
median and mean distances to nearest station in the study region are 20 km and 22 km (with a 12.5 km
standard deviation and maximum of 72.5 km), while LST and elevation are measured and incorporated
into our models at the 1 km grain. Image differencing suggests that LST contains spatial variability (related
to land cover) which is not found in elevation. The strong summer correlations with air temperature
also suggest that LST might improve accuracy during that season. Taken together, this suggests (but
we acknowledge does not prove) that LST could improve predictive accuracy given sufficient station
density that is not available in this region. As a novel way of assessing fine grained content, the study
also introduced the use of spatial lag correlogram to quantitatively measure spatial content in predicted
surface. We hope that this practice will be followed in future accuracy assessments of interpolated surfaces.
More succinctly, our case study indicates that:
(1) All the interpolation methods give similar results for average accuracy term over a full year. It
is necessary to provide additional procedures to differentiate the methods.
(2) GAM is the most resistant to hold out variation, less sensitive to overfitting and has the lowest
error in term of distance to the closest stations. Kriging is highly sensitive to overtraining.
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(3) The most important covariates are elevation, LST and DISTOC with the fine-grain spatial
variation contained in elevation and LST covariates. Validation on hold-out stations from existing
networks does not show improvements from this fine-grained variability but spatial Moran’I
correlograms show important differences in spatial content.
(4) Based on annual average accuracy metrics, we found that LST does not improve models when
elevation is included with latitude and longitude as covariates. During summer however, LST
improved models marginally for two months and displayed stronger correlations with tmax
than elevation with tmax. When LST is added to models with latitude and longitude, there is a
clear improvement in annual average accuracy.
This study highlights an important data gap; there are now several efforts to produce fine-grained
weather and climate interpolations but often insufficient data to accurately assess the fine-grained
interpolated surfaces. Going forward, it will be important to implement fine-grained ground-station
data collections to allow for robust and objective validation of interpolation methods and fine grained
products. In summary, this study shows that using GAM (splines) with latitude, longitude and elevation
of covariates would represent current best practices for daily temperature interpolation (in the context
of Oregon using current station data). We also found suggestive evidence that LST could be to improve
accuracy during summer and contribute to the fine grained content of predicted surfaces but that denser
station data (in spatial subregions) are needed to assess this. We are currently working on producing
high quality LST filled climatology for global use in interpolation. Although beyond the scope of
this paper, multiple time-scale methods (e.g., climate aided interpolation see [86]) and spatio-temporal
kriging [84] need to be evaluated for their ability to produce daily fine-grained predicted surfaces.
Given the current high demands for fine-grained weather and the likelihood that this demand will only
increase, it is vital that more attention is paid to whether we have adequate methodologies and data for
assessing these products.
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